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The story of the eventful and controversial life of Margery Kempe - wife, mother, businesswoman, pilgrim and visionary - is the
earliest surviving autobiography in English. Here Kempe (c.1373-c.1440) recounts in vivid, unembarrassed detail the madness that
followed the birth of the first of her fourteen children, the failure of her brewery business, her dramatic call to the spiritual life, her
visions and uncontrollable tears, the struggle to convert her husband to a vow of chastity and her pilgrimages to Europe and the
Holy Land. Margery Kempe could not read or write, and dictated her remarkable story late in life. It remains an extraordinary
record of human faith and a portrait of a medieval woman of unforgettable character and courage.
Ideal for students mastering a growing content-area vocabulary in social studies, science, and mathematics multisyllabic Greekand Latin-based words help students unlock the meanings of literally thousands of words.
Monasteries are among the most intriguing and enduring symbols of Britain's medieval heritage. Simultaneously places of prayer
and spirituality, power and charity, learning and invention, they survive today as haunting ruins, great houses and as some of our
most important cathedrals and churches. This book examines the growth of monasticism and the different orders of monks; the
architecture and administration of monasteries; the daily life of monks and nuns; the art of monasteries and their libraries; their role
in caring for the poor and sick; their power and wealth; their decline and suppression; and their ruin and rescue. With beautiful
photographs, it illustrates some of Britain's finest surviving monastic buildings such as the cloisters of Gloucester Cathedral and
the awe-inspiring ruins of Rievaulx Abbey in North Yorkshire.
History Alive!The Medieval World and Beyond
'An epic treasure hunt into the highways and byways of stored knowledge across faiths and continents.' John Agard, poet and
playwrightIn The Map of Knowledge Violet Moller traces the journey taken by the ideas of three of the greatest scientists of
antiquity - Euclid, Galen and Ptolemy - through seven cities and over a thousand years. In it, we follow them from sixth-century
Alexandria to ninth-century Baghdad, from Muslim Cordoba to Catholic Toledo, from Salerno's medieval medical school to
Palermo, capital of Sicily's vibrant mix of cultures, and - finally - to Venice, where that great merchant city's printing presses would
enable Euclid's geometry, Ptolemy's system of the stars and Galen's vast body of writings on medicine to spread even more
widely. In tracing these fragile strands of knowledge from century to century, from east to west and north to south, Moller also
reveals the web of connections between the Islamic world and Christendom, connections that would both preserve and transform
astronomy, mathematics and medicine from the early Middle Ages to the Renaissance. Vividly told and with a dazzling cast of
characters, The Map of Knowledge is an evocative, nuanced and vibrant account of our common intellectual heritage.
History Alive! The Ancient World introduces students to the beginnings of the human story. As they explore the great early
civilizations of Egypt and the Near East, India, China, Greece, and Rome, students discover the secrets of these ancient cultures
that continue to influence the modern world. History Alive! The Medieval World and Beyond explores the legacy of civilizations
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from Europe, Africa, and the Middle East to Asia and the Americas. History Alive! The United States Through Industrialism
immerses students in a powerful journey through the history of the United States from its earliest foundations to the age of
industrialism. History Alive! The United States Through Modern Times captures the story of the United States from the precolonial
era to the 21st century.
DK Eyewitness Medieval Life is a unique and compelling introduction to the people and culture of the Middle Ages. Superb colour
photographs of artefacts, costumes, furniture, and buildings, bring daily life in Medieval Europe vividly to life. Help your child discover the
magnificent tournaments of the royal court, the bustling streets of a developing town, how the feudal system worked and much more. Great
for projects or just for fun, make sure your child learns everything they need to know about Medieval Life. Find out more and download
amazing clipart images at www.dk.com/clipart.
The environment--together with ecology and other aspects of the way people see their world--has become a major focus of pre-modern
studies. The thirteen contributions in this volume discuss topics across the millennium in Europe from the late 600s to the early 1600s. They
introduce applications to older texts, art works, and ideas made possible by relatively new fields of discourse such as animal studies,
ecotheology, and Material Engagement Theory. From studies of medieval land charters and epics to the canticles sung in churches, the
encyclopedic natural histories compiled for the learned, the hunting parks described and illustrated for the aristocracy, chronicles from the
New World, classical paintings from the Old World, and the plays of Shakespeare, the authors engage with the human responses to nature in
times when it touched their lives more intimately than it does for people today, even though this contact raised concerns that are still very
much alive today.
A "lively and engaging" history of the Middle Ages (Dallas Morning News) from the acclaimed historian William Manchester, author of The
Last Lion. From tales of chivalrous knights to the barbarity of trial by ordeal, no era has been a greater source of awe, horror, and wonder
than the Middle Ages. In handsomely crafted prose, and with the grace and authority of his extraordinary gift for narrative history, William
Manchester leads us from a civilization tottering on the brink of collapse to the grandeur of its rebirth: the dense explosion of energy that
spawned some of history's greatest poets, philosophers, painters, adventurers, and reformers, as well as some of its most spectacular
villains. "Manchester provides easy access to a fascinating age when our modern mentality was just being born." --Chicago Tribune
Named a Best Book of 2020 by The Telegraph, The Times, and BBC History Magazine An illuminating guide to the scientific and
technological achievements of the Middle Ages through the life of a crusading astronomer-monk. Soaring Gothic cathedrals, violent crusades,
the Black Death: these are the dramatic forces that shaped the medieval era. But the so-called Dark Ages also gave us the first universities,
eyeglasses, and mechanical clocks. As medieval thinkers sought to understand the world around them, from the passing of the seasons to
the stars in the sky, they came to develop a vibrant scientific culture. In The Light Ages, Cambridge science historian Seb Falk takes us on a
tour of medieval science through the eyes of one fourteenth-century monk, John of Westwyk. Born in a rural manor, educated in England’s
grandest monastery, and then exiled to a clifftop priory, Westwyk was an intrepid crusader, inventor, and astrologer. From multiplying Roman
numerals to navigating by the stars, curing disease, and telling time with an ancient astrolabe, we learn emerging science alongside Westwyk
and travel with him through the length and breadth of England and beyond its shores. On our way, we encounter a remarkable cast of
characters: the clock-building English abbot with leprosy, the French craftsman-turned-spy, and the Persian polymath who founded the
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world’s most advanced observatory. The Light Ages offers a gripping story of the struggles and successes of an ordinary man in a precarious
world and conjures a vivid picture of medieval life as we have never seen it before. An enlightening history that argues that these times
weren’t so dark after all, The Light Ages shows how medieval ideas continue to color how we see the world today.
This document is a response to teachers' requests for practical assistance in implementing California's history-social science framework. The
document offers stimulating ideas to enrich the teaching of history and social science, enliven instruction for every student, focus on essential
topics, and help make learning more memorable. Experiences and contributions of ethnic groups and women in history are integrated in this
course model. The framework is divided into 11 units: (1) Connecting with Past Learnings: Uncovering the Remote Past; (2) Connecting with
Past Learnings: the Fall of Rome; (3) Growth of Islam; (4) African States in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Times; (5) Civilizations of the
Americas; (6) China; (7) Japan; (8) Medieval Societies: Europe and Japan; (9) Europe During the Renaissance, the Reformation, and the
Scientific Revolution; (10) Early Modern Europe: The Age of Exploration to the Enlightenment; and (11) Linking Past to Present. Six of the 11
units delineated in the framework's 7th grade course description are developed in these course models. All units follow the same format.
Each begins with a rationale and overview. Ways are suggested for teachers to coordinate the model with the state-adopted textbook for 7th
grade. A presentation of activities to introduce and continue the sample topic are suggested to encourage students to apply what they have
studied through projects. Each unit ends with an extensive annotated list of sample resources. (DK)
What won’t we try in our quest for perfect health, beauty, and the fountain of youth? Well, just imagine a time when doctors prescribed
morphine for crying infants. When liquefied gold was touted as immortality in a glass. And when strychnine—yes, that strychnine, the one used
in rat poison—was dosed like Viagra. Looking back with fascination, horror, and not a little dash of dark, knowing humor, Quackery recounts
the lively, at times unbelievable, history of medical misfires and malpractices. Ranging from the merely weird to the outright dangerous, here
are dozens of outlandish, morbidly hilarious “treatments”—conceived by doctors and scientists, by spiritualists and snake oil salesmen (yes,
they literally tried to sell snake oil)—that were predicated on a range of cluelessness, trial and error, and straight-up scams. With vintage
illustrations, photographs, and advertisements throughout, Quackery seamlessly combines macabre humor with science and storytelling to
reveal an important and disturbing side of the ever-evolving field of medicine.

The perfect St. Patrick's Day gift, and a book in the best tradition of popular history -- the untold story of Ireland's role in
maintaining Western culture while the Dark Ages settled on Europe. Every year millions of Americans celebrate St. Patrick's Day,
but they may not be aware of how great an influence St. Patrick was on the subsequent history of civilization. Not only did he bring
Christianity to Ireland, he instilled a sense of literacy and learning that would create the conditions that allowed Ireland to become
"the isle of saints and scholars" -- and thus preserve Western culture while Europe was being overrun by barbarians. In this
entertaining and compelling narrative, Thomas Cahill tells the story of how Europe evolved from the classical age of Rome to the
medieval era. Without Ireland, the transition could not have taken place. Not only did Irish monks and scribes maintain the very
record of Western civilization -- copying manuscripts of Greek and Latin writers, both pagan and Christian, while libraries and
learning on the continent were forever lost -- they brought their uniquely Irish world-view to the task. As Cahill delightfully
illustrates, so much of the liveliness we associate with medieval culture has its roots in Ireland. When the seeds of culture were
replanted on the European continent, it was from Ireland that they were germinated. In the tradition of Barbara Tuchman's A
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Distant Mirror, How The Irish Saved Civilization reconstructs an era that few know about but which is central to understanding our
past and our cultural heritage. But it conveys its knowledge with a winking wit that aptly captures the sensibility of the unsung Irish
who relaunched civilization. BONUS MATERIAL: This ebook edition includes an excerpt from Thomas Cahill's Heretics and
Heroes.
"Between the fall of the Roman Empire and the brief, brilliant cultural phenomenon we call the Renaissance lay the Middle Ages-fully 1,000 years of artistic, philosophical, political, and religious turmoil and treasures. This course offers an interdisciplinary look
at medieval society and culture, with an emphasis on literature, the arts, and the tumultuous historical forces at work from A.D. 500
through A.D. 1500. Medieval Europe was the world of cathedrals and universities; pilgrimages and saints; the Black Death; the
Vikings; the spread of Islam; the Crusades; and the forging of the Greek, Latin, Old Norse, and ancient Germanic and Celtic
tongues into the languages we speak today"--Publisher provided.
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER FINALIST FOR THE 2021 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION “A
relentless exhibition of Groff’s freakish talent. In just over 250 pages, she gives us a character study to rival Hilary Mantel’s
Thomas Cromwell .” – USA Today “An electric reimagining . . . feminist, sensual . . . unforgettable.” – O, The Oprah Magazine
“Thrilling and heartbreaking.” –Time Magazine “[A] page-by-page pleasure as we soar with her.” –New York Times One of our
best American writers, Lauren Groff returns with her exhilarating first new novel since the groundbreaking Fates and Furies. Cast
out of the royal court by Eleanor of Aquitaine, deemed too coarse and rough-hewn for marriage or courtly life, seventeen-year-old
Marie de France is sent to England to be the new prioress of an impoverished abbey, its nuns on the brink of starvation and beset
by disease. At first taken aback by the severity of her new life, Marie finds focus and love in collective life with her singular and
mercurial sisters. In this crucible, Marie steadily supplants her desire for family, for her homeland, for the passions of her youth
with something new to her: devotion to her sisters, and a conviction in her own divine visions. Marie, born the last in a long line of
women warriors and crusaders, is determined to chart a bold new course for the women she now leads and protects. But in a
world that is shifting and corroding in frightening ways, one that can never reconcile itself with her existence, will the sheer force of
Marie’s vision be bulwark enough? Equally alive to the sacred and the profane, Matrix gathers currents of violence, sensuality,
and religious ecstasy in a mesmerizing portrait of consuming passion, aberrant faith, and a woman that history moves both
through and around. Lauren Groff’s new novel, her first since Fates and Furies, is a defiant and timely exploration of the raw
power of female creativity in a corrupted world.
This interdisciplinary volume sets out to illuminate medieval thought, and to consider how the underlying values of the Middle Ages
exerted significant influence in medieval society in the West. The book situates the Christian Church in the West as a framing
ideology of the Middle Ages, and considers ideology from four angles: as a means of defining power; as a way of managing power;
ideology as an influence on daily living and societies; and the ways in which ideology associated with the Middle Ages continues to
influence understandings of past and present. A focus on southern European case studies has been chosen as a means of
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enriching and complicating study of the Middle Ages.
Game of Thrones is a phenomenon. As Carolyne Larrington reveals in this essential companion to George R R Martin's fantasy
novels and the HBO mega-hit series based on them the show is the epitome of water-cooler TV. It is the subject of intense debate
in national newspapers; by PhD students asking why Westeros has yet to see an industrial revolution, or whether astronomy
explains the continent's climatic problems and unpredictable solstices ('winter is coming'); and by bloggers and cultural
commentators contesting the series' startling portrayals of power, sex and gender. Yet no book has divulged how George R R
Martin constructed his remarkable universe out of the Middle Ages. Discussing novels and TV series alike, Larrington explores
among other topics: sigils, giants, dragons and direwolves in medieval texts; ravens, old gods and the Weirwood in Norse myth;
and a gothic, exotic orient in the eastern continent, Essos. From the White Walkers to the Red Woman, from Casterly Rock to the
Shivering Sea, this is an indispensable guide to the twenty-first century's most important fantasy creation.
Helping students succeed in three main parts: class involvement activities, reading this book, and writing about your learning in an
interactive notebook.
A spirited history of the changes that transformed Europe during the 1,000-year span of the Middle Ages: “A dazzling race through
a complex millennium.”—Publishers Weekly The millennium between the breakup of the western Roman Empire and the
Reformation was a long and hugely transformative period—one not easily chronicled within the scope of a few hundred pages. Yet
distinguished historian Chris Wickham has taken up the challenge in this landmark book, and he succeeds in producing the most
riveting account of medieval Europe in a generation. Tracking the entire sweep of the Middle Ages across Europe, Wickham
focuses on important changes century by century, including such pivotal crises and moments as the fall of the western Roman
Empire, Charlemagne’s reforms, the feudal revolution, the challenge of heresy, the destruction of the Byzantine Empire, the
rebuilding of late medieval states, and the appalling devastation of the Black Death. He provides illuminating vignettes that
underscore how shifting social, economic, and political circumstances affected individual lives and international events—and offers
both a new conception of Europe’s medieval period and a provocative revision of exactly how and why the Middle Ages matter.
“Far-ranging, fluent, and thoughtful—of considerable interest to students of history writ large, and not just of Europe.”—Kirkus
Reviews, (starred review) Includes maps and illustrations
The stories of women, famous, infamous and unknown, who shaped the course of medieval history.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to
200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby
of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the
office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the
tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or
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not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud
speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone
who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist
(starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to
relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to
improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This
book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so
with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The
Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm
way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
Kecia Ali delves into the many ways the Prophet’s life story has been told from the earliest days of Islam to the present, by both
Muslims and non-Muslims. Emphasizing the major transformations since the nineteenth century, she shows that far from being
mutually opposed, these various perspectives have become increasingly interdependent.
“An audacious, entertaining page-turner. Dan Jones covers a thousand years of history with elegance and panache.”—Dan Carlin,
host of Hardcore History "Simply the best popular history of the Middle Ages there is."—The Sunday Times (UK) The New York
Times bestselling author returns with an epic history of the medieval world—a rich and complicated reappraisal of an era whose
legacy and lessons we are still living with today. When the once-mighty city of Rome was sacked by barbarians in 410 and lay in
ruins, it signaled the end of an era--and the beginning of a thousand years of profound transformation. In a gripping narrative
bursting with big names—from Sts Augustine and Attila the Hun to the Prophet Muhammad and Eleanor of Aquitaine—Dan Jones
charges through the history of the Middle Ages. Powers and Thrones takes readers on a journey through an emerging Europe, the
great capitals of late Antiquity, as well as the influential cities of the Islamic West, and culminates in the first European voyages to
the Americas. The medieval world was forged by the big forces that still occupy us today: climate change, pandemic disease,
mass migration, and technological revolutions. This was the time when the great European nationalities were formed; when the
basic Western systems of law and governance were codified; when the Christian Churches matured as both powerful institutions
and the regulators of Western public morality; and when art, architecture, philosophical inquiry and scientific invention went
through periods of massive, revolutionary change. The West was rebuilt on the ruins of an empire and emerged from a state of
crisis and collapse to dominate the world. Every sphere of human life and activity was transformed in the thousand years covered
by Powers and Thrones. As we face a critical turning point in our own millennium, Dan Jones shows that how we got here matters
more than ever.
This important and overdue book examines illuminated manuscripts and other book arts of the Global Middle Ages. Illuminated
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manuscripts and illustrated or decorated books—like today’s museums—preserve a rich array of information about how premodern
peoples conceived of and perceived the world, its many cultures, and everyone’s place in it. Often a Eurocentric field of study,
manuscripts are prisms through which we can glimpse the interconnected global history of humanity. Toward a Global Middle
Ages is the first publication to examine decorated books produced across the globe during the period traditionally known as
medieval. Through essays and case studies, the volume’s multidisciplinary contributors expand the historiography, chronology,
and geography of manuscript studies to embrace a diversity of objects, individuals, narratives, and materials from Africa, Asia,
Australasia, and the Americas—an approach that both engages with and contributes to the emerging field of scholarly inquiry
known as the Global Middle Ages. Featuring 160 color illustrations, this wide-ranging and provocative collection is intended for all
who are interested in engaging in a dialogue about how books and other textual objects contributed to world-making strategies
from about 400 to 1600.
Unlike monks and nuns, clergy have hitherto been sidelined in accounts of the Middle Ages, but they played an important role in medieval
society. This first broad-ranging study in English of the secular clergy examines how ordination provided a framework for clerical life cycles
and outlines the influence exerted on secular clergy by monastic ideals before tracing typical career paths for clerics. Concentrating on
northern France, England and Germany in the period c.800–c.1200, Julia Barrow explores how entry into the clergy usually occurred in
childhood, with parents making decisions for their sons, although other relatives, chiefly clerical uncles, were also influential. By comparing
two main types of family structure, Barrow supplies an explanation of why Gregorian reformers faced little serious opposition in demanding an
end to clerical marriage in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Changes in educational provision c.1100 also help to explain growing social and
geographical mobility among clerics.
“A lovely, witty treasure trove of a book, spilling over with historical gems . . . a very human history: sometimes weird, always wonderful.”
—Dan Jones, New York Times-bestselling author Have you ever found yourself watching a show or reading a novel and wondering what life
was really like in the Middle Ages? What did people actually eat? Were they really filthy? And did they ever get to marry for love? In Life in
Medieval Europe: Fact and Fiction, you’ll find fast and fun answers to all your secret questions, from eating and drinking to sex and love.
Find out whether people bathed, what they did when they got sick, and what actually happened to people accused of crimes. Learn about
medieval table manners, tournaments, and toothpaste, and find out if people really did poop in the moat. “To say that this book was fun to
read would be an understatement. Cybulskie’s knowledge radiates in every page of this short book . . . It was educational and entertaining all
at the same time. Simply a wonderful resource for novice medievalists and writers of historical fiction and nonfiction alike.” —Adventures of a
Tudor Nerd “All in all, this is an excellent book to put to bed many of the myths surrounding medieval existence that persist in the popular
imagination. Easy to read and well worth the time to read it. I highly recommend this book if you want to get a mostly unbiased view of
medieval life.” —Battles and Book Reviews
This second book in the four-volume narrative history series for elementary students will transform your study of history. The Story of the
World has won awards from numerous homeschooling magazines and readers' polls—over 150,000 copies of the series in print! Now more
than ever, other cultures are affecting our everyday lives—and our children need to learn about the other countries of the world and their
history. Susan Wise Bauer has provided a captivating guide to the history of other lands. Written in an engaging, straightforward manner, this
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revised edition of The Story of the World: History for the Classical Child, Volume 2: The Middle Ages weaves world history into a story book
format. Who discovered chocolate? What happened to the giant Fovor of the Mighty Blows? Why did the Ottoman Turks drag their war ships
across dry land? The Story of the World covers the sweep of human history from ancient times until the present. Africa, China, Europe, the
Americas—find out what happened all around the world in long-ago times. Designed as a read-aloud project for parents and children to share
together, The Story of the World includes each continent and major people group. Volume 2: The Middle Ages, is the second of a four-volume
series and covers the major historical events in the years 400 to 1600 CE, as well as including maps, illustrations, and tales from each
culture. Each Story of the World volume provides a full year of history study when combined with the Activity Book, Audio ebook, and
Tests—each available separately to accompany each volume of The Story of the World Text Book. Volume 2 Grade Recommendation:
Grades 1-6.
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